Extravascular fluid dynamics of the embryonic chick wing bud.
While a number of models of positional information in the chick wing bud have involved the diffusion of morphogens to establish chemical gradients of morphogenetic activity, only recently have there been attempts to characterize the milieu in which such diffusion must take place. We report an analysis of the fluid dynamics of the extravascular (interstitial) spaces of stage 22-25 chick wing buds, into which aqueous aniline blue dye was microinjected as a visible, unreactive tracer. Six sites along the antero-posterior (A-P) and proximo-distal (P-D) axes were chosen for study. Injections of dye into the posterior half of the wing bud exhibited marked directionality of extravascular transport (mean of all posterior sites = 68%), while anterior injections showed little or no directionality (mean of all anterior sites = 13%). All instances of directed dye movement were disto-proximal, the same direction as the blood flow through the marginal veins. In embryos gassed in situ with CO2, which reversibly stopped the heartbeat and vascular flow, directionality was abolished, yet diffusion rates were unaffected. Posterior disto-proximal extravascular dye movement was correlated with the greater diameter, flow velocity, and volume flow rate of the posterior marginal vein, compared to the anterior marginal vein. Radial diffusion rates were measured, and posterior disto-proximal rates were corrected for measured disto-proximal directionality by the use of a simple diffusion-translation model. Three-way analysis of variance showed that directionality-uncorrected disto-proximal rates in posterior sites were not significantly different from anterior radial rates, but that directionality-corrected posterior rates did differ significantly (P less than 0.0001). A significant stage effect (P less than 0.005) and a significant interaction between the A-P axis and stage (P less than 0.05) were also found. We hypothesize that the spatial arrangement and flow patterns of the vasculature physically determine the fluid dynamics of the interstitium. Based on these observations, we also suggest that disto-proximal extravascular fluid movement in the posterior wing bud presents a barrier to the free diffusion of aqueous molecules, including morphogens originating in the "zone of polarizing activity."